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Female Cyclical Health and Healing 

 

 

When I speak about female health, I entice you to join me in an opposite words game:  

 Light & dark 

 Wet & dry 

 Cold & warm 

 Female & female 

When we allow ourselves to remember that all energy has an equal and opposite energy (Yin & 

Yang) as the way the universe flows, we can tap into what we need to do to heal ourselves, our 

families, our communities, and the earth as a whole. 

Step back in time with me. We are going back many, many years to a time when females and 

males (feminine and masculine energy) co-existed peacefully on this planet. Women sat next to 

men in the decision making processes for family and community (community was family) and 

women were revered for their creative abilities to bring forth life on this planet. 



 

 

This is the balance of energy we need to heal and bring back to ourselves and the planet. 

Instead of forging through life like a man would (think about how women function to “get ahead” 

in the world… we have to think, act, and work like a man), we need to embrace the feminine 

energy we are. Masculine energy, linear, is wonderful. Feminine energy, cyclical, is divine. 

When we have a balance of this energy, the world will know peace and healing. Males and 

females have both masculine and feminine energy in our make-up. As women we need a little 

bit of masculine, linear, energy to balance us out as beings. Same goes for the guys: a little 

feminine cyclical energy balances out the linear masculine energy. 

 

          

 

 

 

 

 

 

This is all information that comes from a space of love, peace, and harmony. Neither masculine 

nor feminine energy is better or more desirable. It is just time for women to embrace who we are 

and the energy we are to bring balance back to our own personal health and the health of 

Mother Earth and all beings who dwell on her. 

A beautiful way for females to get back into sync with their feminine energy is to embrace, pay 

attention to their monthly menstrual cycle, and see this menstrual cycle as the gift it is: femininity 

and the ability to create. 



When we pay attention to our daily moods, energy, creativity, intuition, and physical health as 

they each pertain to where we are in our monthly cycle, we begin to see a pattern that is unique 

to us. We can use this information about ourselves to set our lives up for success: success in 

our relationships, our professional lives, and our relationship with our self. 

Think about some things for a moment or two: 

1. How did you learn about your life as a menstruating woman? Did it just happen or did 

some older woman guide you lovingly about what was going to happen to your body? 

2. What are the words you use to describe the menstrual flow of blood? Are these words 

charged with positive or negative meaning? 

3. How was the whole concept of female sexuality presented to you (or not) in your life? 

4. Did you ever have meaningful conversations with women around these issues, women 

who wanted to guide you so you could be the best female you could be? 

Our experiences with our menstrual flow (PMS, painful cramping, heavy bleeding, etc.) are all 

impacted by the psychological and emotional energy we carry about these life events. If we 

have positive thoughts and are nurtured by older guru women in our lives, we tend to have 

simple and pain-free experiences. Conversely, if our passage into womanhood is marked with 

negativity, our thoughts around our period are it is the “Curse.”  Guess what, it is going to be! 

Even if no words were ever spoken to you about your upcoming womanly processes (silence 

itself speaks loudly), we soak in the energy our culture carries about this amazing process. And 

I might add, we are not told by our culture that menstruation, female sexuality, pregnancy, 

birthing babies, and breast-feeding are amazing, positive, and creative processes. We are 

culturized to believe they are “medical” conditions that need to be controlled and fixed by the 

medical establishment. Example: “Why suffer, be bothered by, and have your life disrupted by 

monthly bleeding when you can take a birth control pill that will “help” you bleed only twice a 

year?” Message sent: periods are insufferable pains in the ass to be avoided like the plaque. 

 

What if, just what if, every female was celebrated with a rite of passage ritual when they 

matured into menstrual womanhood. What if she was celebrated for the creative being she now 

is, able to re-create her species (if she chooses) and use her feminine energy to create and 

birth art, projects, books, businesses, and so much more in this world? Can you see how this 

would make female’s attitudes different around their bleeding cycles and their very lives? 



Look at the picture below. See the divine organs of your creativity. From this point on, let us 

change our attitudes to positive, gratitude, and love for the cyclical menstrual beings we will 

become, we are now, or we once were. 

 

 

 

I am going to outline a way for you to “track” your cycles based upon you, your daily rhythms, 

and the rhythms of the moon. Traditionally women’s menstrual cycles followed the rhythm of the 

moon: 

 Bleeding at the new moon, this is the dark moon 

 Ovulating, being at peak “ripeness,” at the full moon 

 

 

I also want you to think of each part of your cycle as being a season of the year. Your cycle is 4 

weeks long: generally speaking, women’s cycles are an average of 28 days, the cycle from 1 

dark moon to the next. Each week of your cycle will correspond to a phase of the moon and a 

season of the year. I will provide charts that you can use to track what goes on with your body, 

mind, and spirit energy over the course of the weeks of your cycle. If your cycle is more or less 

than 28 days, chart your course, your cycle, accordingly. If you no longer menstruate 

(hysterectomy, ablation, hormonal birth control, and menopause) chart your cycle based upon 

the moon phases and customize the charting for your unique energy.  



Keep in mind that each phase is not necessarily 1 week long. Your bleeding phase may last 

only 3 – 4 days and then you are into the pre-ovulation phase, the Spring time of your cycle. 

Figure out how long each of your phases last based upon the rhythm of your body. 

Your endometrial lining’s build up and shedding, your egg production, and your energy as a 

female all follow the moon’s cycle and pattern in a way that is relatable to the seasons. 

In the below image you see: 

1. The cycle of the ovum (your monthly egg) on the top row, 

2. The rise and fall of estrogen and progesterone (there are other hormones involved in 

your monthly cycle as well) on the middle row, and 

3. The building up and shedding of the menstrual flow, your endometrial lining, on the 

bottom row. The endometrium is the tissue lining your uterine cavity that builds up and is 

shed every month as your menstrual blood and tissue. 

We will use this chart to tract our menstrual cycle as it relates to the seasons. I will add that 

different people interpret the seasonal correlation of our cycles differently.  I am explaining it in a 

way that makes sense to me based upon my years as a Maternity Nurse and working intimately 

with women’s health, as a lover of nature who observe everything from a perspective of the 

natural world (we are a part of this nature, nature is us!), and as an environmentally friendly sort 

of gal. As I have researched the feminine divine, I find most people do correlate the seasonality 

of our cycles in this way, winter being the time of bleeding and moving on from there. For your 

reference: http://4s4w.com/  this amazing female uses Autumn as the bleeding time and moves 

through the seasons from that space. Use what makes sense to you. 

 

Image Reference: http://www.bu.edu/gk12/angela/documents/menstruation.jpg 

http://4s4w.com/
http://www.bu.edu/gk12/angela/documents/menstruation.jpg


Menstruation – Winter – Dark Moon 

    

 

 

 

 

Winter is a time of drawing our energy inward, going inside shelter and closing doors and 

windows. It is a time for rest, retreat, and self-care. This is when you begin to bleed with your 

menstrual flow.  Libido can be at its all-time low. Some women experience a deep desire for sex 

just before their blood flow begins. The uterus is congested and twice its normal size. An 

orgasm relieves the congestion pressure and gets things flowing! Day 1 of your monthly cycle is 

the day you begin to bleed. This is our sacred time, let your intuition flow. 

 

 

Pre-ovulation Phase – Spring - Waxing Moon 

                                                                           Waxing Moon Photo by Terry Youmell 

                                                                                      

Spring is a time of moving outward and upward, opening doors and windows, starting new 

projects and having the energy, motivation, and desire to complete the task. Your body’s 

estrogen level is on the rise preparing for ovulation at mid-cycle. Your libido is on the rise like 

sap in the maple trees. Follicle stimulation hormone and Luteinizing hormone are also hard at 

work making ready for the big day -  Ovulation!    Moving towards ovulation means fertility is on 

the rise; make use of contraception if making babies is not in your plan. Use this energy to 

create other amazing feminine energy inspired projects. Happy energy flow. 

 



 

Ovulation – Summer – Full Moon 

  

    

   

 

 

Summer is the juicy, ripe season of the year and your body. It is when Estrogen is at its peak, 

progesterone is on the rise, your libido is at its peak, and life is just plain good! This is the time 

to get pregnant or avoid pregnancy by using contraception. This is a time of full energy and 

getting tasks completed. Moods are good! 

 

 

Pre-Menstrual – Autumn – Waning Moon 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

Autumn, Fall, is a time of slowing down, getting ready for winter. Women move into their gentle 

creativity and intuitiveness during the Fall.  This is a time to prepare for keeping the moods 

stable (Moods shifting with the changing of our monthly cycle are normal and meant to happen. 

We have only been acculturated to believe something is “wrong” with us because our moods 

change. Keep in mind severe mood swings are not normal and are indicative of a lifestyle out of 

balance. May I offer you some whole foods to balance your health? We will cover this deeply 

next week.  ) 

 

http://www.paulayoumellrn.com/whole-food-feeding-your-cells/


 

Have fun exploring your monthly cycle and how it relates to the way you move through the 

world, interact with people and yourself, create and intuit projects and thoughts, and allow your 

energy as a feminine being on this planet to unfold. 

Much Love, Paula 

 

 

Above artwork by Cat Hawkins. Her breath taking artwork is available through her Etsy Store 

and her menstrual posters at this link. I use both of the posters in my teachings for their easily 

understandable information wrapped in amazing artistic beauty. 

 

 

 Downloadable and eCourse products are copyrighted by Paula Youmell, RN, Wise Woman 

Nurse™ , intended for the eCourse buyer only, and are not to be shared with outside parties 

unless you have requested and been granted permission from Paula Youmell, RN.    

 

 

If you would like more personalized attention achieving your health goals, please contact Paula Youmell, 

Wise Woman Nurse™ , to set up a Natural Nutrition & Health Education Consultation.  I can be reached 

at the above contact information.  Enjoy harmony in your health today and every day!     

 

http://chaoticat.com/divine-feminine
http://chaoticat.com/etsy-store/
https://www.etsy.com/uk/listing/198887988/the-secret-feminine-energy-of-the?ref=shop_home_active_6
http://www.paulayoumellrn.com/
http://www.paulayoumellrn.com/

